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dicated by “-”, the heavy precipitation is indicated by a “+” and the microburst is indicatd
by the letter “M’. There is a gust front impacting the airport in this case, indicated by the
“G’s. ne runway location is indicated by the
“X$’S,except where the gust front impacts them
as indicated by art asterisk (*). A scale is provided in nautical miles in the horizontal and
vertical directions plus a key to the symbols.
me storm motion is also provided.
3. OPERATIONAL

DEMONSTRATION

ATIS requests via ACARS.
Another airline (Northwest) was sent a special
TWJP message whenever wind shea activity
started or stopped at an airport; the airline host
computer then relayed the message to its aircraft that were either within 20 minutes of lmding or taxiing out for departure.
by making

Digital

4. RESULTS
The MemDhis demonstration was carried
from Ma; 23rd through July 22nd, As
shown in Figure 4, there were an average of 23
text messages requests per day through the end
of June (note: the message traffic in July declined because the pilots for one airline were
not able to make Memphis requests after June
30th). Over 1,000 requests were made over the
two month period. There were 48 requests on
June 9th, a day with a heavy weather impact at
the Memphis International Airport, (Note: the
Orlando demonstration was in progress at this
writing).
out

The TWIP demonstration for summer ’94
was held in two locations, Memphis and Orlando. As shown in Figure 3, the ITWS testbed
provided the TWIP text-based products over
land–line connections to the ARINC Data Network Service (ADNS). The m
products
were stored in a data base at ARINC headquarters in Annapolis, MD. Aircraft from five airlines (American, Delta, Federal Express, UPS
and USAir) were able to request these products
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Figure 3. Terminal Weather lrlformation for P;lofs (WIP)
Summer ’94 Demons frotion O(Mem/>h;s and Orlando.
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Figure 4. Terminal Weather requests by day for the Summer ’94
Memphis, TN demonstration.
The TWIP Chmacter Graphics Depiction
did not receive as many requests as the Text
Messages because only two airlines (American
and Delta) had 40 character-wide printers capable of displaying the message. A total of 394
Character Graphics Depiction requests were
made for an average of 7 requests per day.
To assess how valuable the product is to pilots, ARINC developed a questionnaire for the
pilots involved in the Memphis and Orlando
demonstration. Questionnaire requests compiled from the summer ’93 demonstration show
that the pilots support the TWIP product (note:
the questionnaires from the 1994 demonstration were not available at this writing). A total
of 142 questionnaires from four airlines [A
(89), B (49), C(1), and D (3)], were returned
for analysis. Figure 5 shows how the pilots
rated the TWIP Text Message on a scale of 1
(low) to 5 (high), Overall pilots found the demonstration vely useful (4.4) md that it provided
situational awareness (4.3) They found it pro-
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vided some assistance in making operational
decisions (3.9) and that it slightly decreased
workload (3.2).
Pilots also had the opportunity to rate the
importance of various. products provided in the
text message. It was anticipated that microburst
alerts would receive the highest rating. Howevermicroburst alerts were rated asa 4.1 out ofa
possible 5. Interestingly, pilots rate expected
microburst as being of greater importance with
a rating of 4,9. Pilots also rated the expected
gust front(4.9) as being more impoflant than
gust front impacts (4.6).
Tfrisprefercrrce improbably explained by
the phase of flight at which pilots are making
requests for terminal weather information. Of
the 142 questionnaires received, 52 (36%) pilots indicated that they requested the message
during the initial descent. Other times of requested included 30 during initial approach, 27
during top of descent , and 24 during cruise,
Only 3 pilots indicated that they requested the
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Figure 5. Pilot rating of ~IP message sewice
(1993 demonstration questionnaire resulls)
message during final approach. Therefore, pilots are most frequently requesting the message
about 15–30 minutes before landing. Thus information about anticipated weather hazards
would naturally be of greatest interest.
5. FUTURE WORK
The TWIP demonstrations during the past
two summers operated for limited hours per
day and for limited time periods. A key objective is to provide a 24 hour per day, 7 day per
week TWIP demonstration for an extended period of time. In order to do this, it is necessary to
adapt the existing the TWIP software to operate
from products generated by an operational
TDWR.
Figure 6 shows a proposed method for such
a TDWR–based demonstration during the surr~rner of 1995. A Sun workstation will be modified to accept TDWR data, generate the TWIP
messages and provide these messages over the

FANs NADIN Packet Switched Network
(PSN). This TWIP Data Processor (TDP) will
accept TDWR products from a serial port on
the TDWRDFU (Display Function Unit) and
interface to the NADIN PSN via the Digital
Multiplexing Network (DMN). The TDP will
also be able to supply the standmd TDWR
graphical products to dispatchers and other users via the NADIN connection.
Once the TWIP products we made available on the NADIN PSN, they can be requested
by airline host computers directly, or indirectly
via gateways between the NADIN PSN,
ARINC Packet Nctwork(APN)
and ARINC
Data Network Service (ADNS). Alternatively,
the products coutd also be provided directly via
a connection from the TDP to ADNS. The messages can be requested directly from the TDP
over the network or indirectly from a central
database that the TDP updates once pcr minute.
The messages can also be sent automatically by
the TDP to the airline host based on certain cri-
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Figure 6, Proposed TD WR–based demonstration for summer ’95.

teria, such as onset of wind shear activity at the.
airport.
Once received at the airline host, the ~IP
message can be sent to aircraft via ACARS or
other data link methods. The TDWR products
can also be provided to the airline host for use
bydispatchers
andme(eorologists.
Inthefuture, the graphical TDWR products will also be
made available to aircraft for full color cockpit
display.
6. SUMMARY
This paper has presented work in providing
terminal weather information to pilots in the
foml of text and character graphics messages.
The advantage of this approach is that it utilizes
new weather sensors currently being deployed
by the FAA and employs existing aircraft data
link and display capabilities.
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